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The Antarctic ice sheet has been losing mass over the past decades through the accelerated

flow of its glaciers conditioned by ocean temperature and bed topography. Glaciers retreat-

ing along retrograde slopes (i.e., bed elevation drops in the inland direction) are potentially

unstable, whereas subglacial ridges slow down the glacial retreat. Despite major advances

in mapping subglacial bed topography, significant sectors of Antarctica remain poorly re-

solved and critical spatial details are missing. Here we present a novel, high-resolution, and

physically-based description of Antarctic bed topography using mass conservation. Our re-

sults reveal previously unknown basal features with major implications for glacier response
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to climate change. For instance, glaciers flowing across the Transantarctic Mountains are

protected by broad, stabilizing ridges. Conversely, in the marine basin of Wilkes Land, East

Antarctica, we find retrograde slopes along Ninnis and Denman glaciers, with stabilizing

slopes beneath Moscow University, Totten and Lambert glacier system, despite corrections

in bed elevation of up to 1 km for the latter. This transformative description of bed topogra-

phy redefines the high- and lower-risk sectors for rapid sea level rise from Antarctica; it will

also significantly impact model projections of sea level rise from Antarctica in the coming

centuries.

Subglacial bed topography has been most efficiently measured using airborne radio echo

sounding1 . This technique provides bed elevation measurements directly beneath the aircraft path,

but despite numerous campaigns, major data gaps remain between flight lines and especially across

deep glaciers. As a result, there are vast sectors of Antarctica with no data2: 85% of Antarctica’s

surface area does not have any measurement of bed topography within a 1-km radius, and 50% of

the ice sheet is more than 5 km from any measurement. The region inland of Princess Elizabeth

Land, North of Dome Argus, has an area more than 90,000 km2 wide with no measurement. Major

data gaps exist east, west, and south of Dome Fuji and west of the Transantarctic Mountains. More

importantly, we have no deep sounding near the grounding lines (i.e., at the junction with the

ocean) of major glaciers such as Denman Glacier in East Antarctica or the Lambert system.

Bed elevation is difficult to sound for logistical and technical reasons. Radar sounding sys-

tems fail to probe deep subglacial troughs because steep valley walls yield side reflections that
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mask the bed echoes3, 4 and the rough, broken-up glacier surface generates significant radar clut-

ter. Unfortunately, these areas, while small in total area compared to the rest of the continent,

are critical to characterize because they control most of the ice discharge from Antarctica. The

latest Antarctic-wide bed topography dataset5 , Bedmap2, was a major improvement over previ-

ous datasets, but many sectors were still undersampled, especially the glacier troughs. A major

limitation of prior approaches was the sole reliance on ice thickness data combined with simple in-

terpolation techniques, such as Kriging or thin plate splines. These approaches are highly sensitive

to measurement density, resulting in ice thickness errors of several hundreds of meters to 1 km in

places with few to no observation as a result of uncontrolled extrapolation. At the grounding line,

it is essential to obtain a seamless transition in ice thickness and bed topography because glacier

dynamics is particularly sensitive to both properties there. The level of detail required by ice sheet

numerical models is typically about one ice thickness, or at least6 1 km. It is at that length scale

that ridges and sinks in bed topography affect glacier dynamics. The current uncertainty and lack

of small-scale detail in existing bed topography profoundly limits our ability to understand current

changes in glacier flow and project ice-sheet evolution over the coming decades.

Mapping bed topography using mass conservation

To overcome these difficulties, we use a mass conservation method7 (MC). A chief advantage of

MC is to employ a fundamental physical law to fill data gaps, i.e., the conservation of mass. The

output product is fully compatible with numerical models because mass is conserved in the out-

put product8 . Second, MC employs corrections for surface mass balance and temporal changes
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in ice thickness to refine the calculation of ice thickness. The resolution of the data product is no

longer defined by the spacing of ice thickness data from radio-echo sounding but by the spatial

resolution of the ice surface velocity, which is typically on the order of a few hundred meters for

satellite-based datasets. The precision of the product, however, is affected by the spacing between

ice thickness measurements, which are used to constrain the calculation, and by uncertainties and

errors in the ice velocity and the surface mass balance. This methodology has been successfully

applied in Greenland to transform our knowledge of bed topography and in turn our understanding

of glacier dynamics, ocean circulation, ocean heat transfer, calving dynamics, and mechanisms of

retreat9, 10 . Applying the same methodology to Antarctica presents a number of additional chal-

lenges due to the sheer size of the continent and the limited density of ice thickness data compared

to Greenland.

In this study, we employ ice thickness data from 19 different research institutes, covering

more than 1.5 million line kilometers over the time period 1967 to present. We use gravity-

derived inversion for ice-shelf bathymetry from Operation IceBridge and other projects in a few

sectors, complemented by seismic data where available. We use ice flow velocity from satellite

interferometry11, 12 , surface mass balance from a regional atmospheric climate model13 , and the

surface topography from the Reference Elevation Model of Antarctica14 . The grid size of the out-

put product is 500 m. The spatial domain is divided into a number of fast flowing areas where we

apply MC, and slower moving areas where we use a streamline diffusion method as an alternative

to Kriging (see supplement). In total, we revise bed topography over more than 50% of the ice

sheet flowing faster than 50 m/a, where MC is most accurate, and cover 71% of the ice discharge
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from the continent. The results are accompanied by an error map and a source mask (see supple-

ment), which are needed by modelers and to assist future surveys. The nominal vertical accuracy

of MC is 30–60 m but local errors may exceed 100 m in poorly constrained regions. On floating

ice, we rely on hydrostatic equilibrium with a firn densification model that is calibrated with all

available ice shelf thickness data. This latter approach has the advantage of ensuring continuity in

ice thickness across the grounding line.

The new bed compilation is named BedMachine Antarctica (Figure 1) because the product

is regularly updated with new data. At the large scale, the shape of the bed beneath Antarctica is

not fundamentally different from Bedmap2. We calculate a sea level equivalent (SLE) of 57.9±0.9

m for the Antarctic Ice Sheet (Table S3), which is close to the Bedmap2 estimate of 58.3 m.

Most differences appear at the smaller scale, yet these local differences have a profound impact

on glacier evolution, and in turn on ice sheet mass balance. As an example, we find that local bed

slopes are steeper over 62% of the mapped area using MC compared to Bedmap2 (Figure S59).

In addition, MC captures high-resolution details where Kriging produced smooth bed topography.

The spatial details of the connectivity of individual basins with deep channels and the ocean is

revised significantly, which is critical for ice sheet modeling.

New details along coastal margins

In the most rapidly changing sector of Antarctica, the Amundsen Sea Embayment (ASE) (Figures

2a, 2b, and S6-S9), we find that the bed of Thwaites Glacier (65 cm SLE, 118.4 Gt/a discharge15)
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has a granular texture, with no well-defined troughs, which is indicative of a hard, crystalline

bedrock16 . Asperities and bed ridges in the proximity of the grounding zone were for a large

part missing in previous datasets, but are now found to be in excellent agreement with the ob-

served pattern of retreat17 . We do not find major bumps in bed topography upstream of the current

grounding line that could stop the grounding line retreat, except for two prominent ridges about

35 and 50 km upstream (indicated as red lines in Figure 2a). Ice sheet numerical models indicate

that once the glacier retreats past the second ridge, the retreat of Thwaites Glacier would become

unstoppable18–20 .

East of Thwaites, the bed topography of Pine Island Glacier at the grounding line (51 cm

SLE, 122.6 Gt/a discharge) is 200 m deeper than in Bedmap2 because of erroneous identification

of bottom crevasses as the bed17 . The older Bedmap2 product, still widely used by the modeling

community, yields model simulations with limited grounding-line retreat or even grounding-line

advance, both of which contradict observations21 . Nearby, the bed of Kohler Glacier (Figure 2b)

shows a topographically controlled ice flow, typical of selective linear erosion22, 23 , with a signifi-

cant portion of retrograde slope. The bed of the glaciers between Pope and Smith glaciers is more

continuous than in Bedmap2 and does not include a ridge across the grounding lines (Figure S9),

which was an artifact of the gridding method in Bedmap2. The trough of Smith Glacier is one

of the deepest and longest in West Antarctica, reaching 2,500 m below sea level, with retrograde

slopes where the grounding line is retreating at record rates17 of 2 to 2.5 km/a. Along the Shirase

coast, West Antarctica (Figure 2c), we find a previously unknown 100-km long, 15-km wide, 1-km

deep valley beneath Echelmeyer Ice Stream not resolved in prior maps (Figure S16).
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Along the Transantarctic Mountains, we find deeper valleys beneath the outlet glaciers than

in Bedmap2 (Figure 2d). Nimrod, Byrd and Mullock glaciers have a smaller ice discharge than

Pine Island and Thwaites glaciers but have a sea level potential one order of magnitude greater

due to their extensive catchments on the East Antarctic plateau. The glaciers flow along narrow

submarine valleys, more than 3,000 m below sea level for Byrd Glacier. These deeply incised

troughs have been challenging to resolve for radar sounding for decades, as illustrated in Figure

3b or 3c, which explains errors > ±1 km in some places in prior mapping (Figure 3). In all

cases, however, we find that the bed elevation rises rapidly above sea level within a few tens of

km of the present-day grounding lines. Byrd Glacier has a prominent subglacial ridge across the

Transantarctic Mountains that will provide a strong anchor point for its grounding line. David

Glacier, further West (Figure 2e and 3d), is currently held by a major ridge above the cauldron area

that had not been previously resolved (Figure S21). On the eastern side of David Glacier, we find

a 2-km deep, 10-km wide trough that ends with an ice fall into the Drygalski Ice Tongue. The ice

thickness of the ice tongue at the grounding line exceeds 2,500 m, which explains its remarkable

stability and exceptional (70-km) extension out to sea, but a 10-km wide ridge, 100 m above sea

level, a few kilometers upstream of the present-day grounding line will prevent the glacier from

rapid retreat into the deep, Wilkes Subglacial basin (red arrow in Figure 2e). Subglacial ridges

such as this one were not apparent in previous mappings but are robust features of our inversion

which imply that such sectors have a low risk of collapse in decades to come (e.g., Figures 3f,

S18-21).

Along George V Land (Figure 2f), the bed of Ninnis Glacier displays strong glacial lin-
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eations, tens of kilometers long, likely resulting from bedrock erosion over multiple glacial cycles.

The bed is flatter in this region, i.e., the flow of Ninnis is not as strongly topographically controlled

as at Byrd Glacier, but is more similar to Thwaites. We find a 10-km wide valley beneath the

fast-flowing portion of the glacier that extends 70 km upstream and is thus more prominent and

extensive than in Bedmap2 (Figure 2f and S27). This glacier has been relatively stable over the

past decades but recently lost a large part of its floating tongue15 , and its bed topography suggests

susceptibility to marine ice sheet instability24 (MISI) that has not been previously highlighted.

Conversely, further west in Wilkes Land (Figure 2g, S32 and S33), we find that Totten Glacier (3.9

m SLE, 65 Gt/a) and Moscow University Ice Shelf flow over a mostly prograde bed for 50 km

upstream of the current grounding line at Totten and for 60 km at Moscow. Despite the significant

thinning signal observed on Totten Glacier, evidence of a slow grounding line retreat25 , presence of

relatively warm water in front of the glacier26 and high rates of ice shelf melt, we find that the bed

topography is likely to limit any widespread MISI in that sector, until the grounding line retreats

past the prograde slope areas.

Further west, Denman Glacier flows through a deep canyon more than ∼3,500 m below sea

level. The full depth of the bed was not resolved even in the most recent radar field campaigns

(Figure 3h) due to its deep entrenchment and the presence of a rough and broken-up ice surface3, 5

(Figure S35). BedMachine reveals that the bed beneath this ice stream is the deepest continen-

tal point on Earth. Close to the grounding line, the bed slope is gentle and slightly retrograde,

which could lead to instability if the grounding line were to retreat inland, making this sector very

vulnerable in East Antarctica, with a potential 1.5 m sea level rise.
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On Mellor Glacier, upstream of Amery Ice Shelf, we find a 3-km deep bed depression (Figure

2i and 3j) that is inconsistent with prior radar data that indicated a bed only 1000 m below sea

level, which also yielded ice fluxes that were much too low to balance upstream accumulation.

We conclude that the radar data have been systematically misinterpreted in that region, probably

due to side reflections (Figure 3k-l, S37). MC requires ice to be more than 1-km thicker at that

location, which is quite plausible because this is a zone of convergence of three glaciers (Lambert,

Mellor and Fisher) constrained by mountain ranges. The valleys are mostly prograde and the basin

upstream rises rapidly above sea level except along the East Lambert Rift, suggesting that this

sector has low potential for MISI in the near future.

Bed topography further west, stretching from Enderby to Queen Maud Land, is locally ret-

rograde only for a few tens of kilometers (Figure S60) and therefore not as vulnerable to MISI

as other regions. In the Baudouin sector, West Ragnhild Ice Stream flows on a prograde subma-

rine valley that extends 80 km further inland27 than in Bedmap2, but eventually rises above sea

level (Figure 2j). Conversely, further west along Coats Land, several major ice streams feeding

the Ronne-Filchner Ice Shelf stand on strongly retrograde bed slopes from 100 km to 600 km fur-

ther upstream than in Bedmap2: Slessor (2.9 m SLE), Recovery (6.2 SLE), Support Force and

Academy (2.5 SLE). Recovery (Figure 2k) is 800 m deeper than previously thought (Figure 3o and

S46). This region is a major point of vulnerability in East Antarctica.

At the southeastern tip of the Antarctic Peninsula, we report a well-defined valley that co-

incides with Evans Ice Stream and four tributaries feeding the main ice stream (Figure 3l). This
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sector is an example of selective linear erosion characterized by more rapid basal incision by fast-

flowing, warm-based ice, relative to the surrounding slower, cold-based ice. Some tributaries flow

in troughs more than 2 km below sea level that drain ice from a predominantly submarine basin.

Among the limitations of our compilation, we note a lack of ocean bathymetry on the con-

tinental shelf and beneath ice shelves, which remains a problem over vast portions of the coast of

Antarctica. Multibeam echo sounding data, gravity data, seismic data and sea floor depth from

robotic devices will be essential to improve bathymetry mapping in this part of Antarctica, which

is critical for ice/ocean interactions and for ice sheet mass balance28 . To improve the mapping

of fast flowing regions, we recommend flight tracks perpendicular to the flow direction to maxi-

mize constraints on ice flux, especially upstream of Academy and Support Force glaciers, along

Stancomb-Wills, Gould Coast near the Ross Ice Shelf, and Wilhem II Coast between Denman and

Lambert glaciers.

Implications for ice sheet vulnerability

The new bed topography highlights regions of higher vulnerability in West Antarctica and regions

of low risk in the Ross Sea sector, along the Transantarctic Mountains. Glaciers spanning from

George V Land to Dibble Glacier in Terre Adélie and Wilkes Land are, in contrast, located at

the mouth of deep submarine basins with retrograde slopes, hence risk zones for MISI. In Wilkes

Land, Totten Glacier and Moscow University Ice Shelf would have to retreat about 50 km inland

before reaching a zone of retrograde bed, but Denman Glacier stands at the edge of a deep trough
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that makes it vulnerable. Further west, the glaciers in Enderby and Queen Maud Land flow over

prograde bed slope, except along a narrow coastal margin, and the drainage basins are mostly

above sea level, hence more protected from MISI. Conversely, the glaciers feeding the eastern side

of the Filchner Ice Shelf have retrograde slopes over vast portions of their basin, hence are prone to

MISI. It will be essential to refine these results with more precise observations in the future to better

inform ice sheet numerical models, but the new product has already brought major changes that

call into question prior modeling using older maps. The revised bed topography will enable more

robust ice sheet numerical modeling and improved projections of the contribution of Antarctica to

sea level rise.

Method Summary

The method of mass conservation, MC7, 29 , yields ice thickness and bed topography compatible

with ice sheet numerical models, resolves uncertainties of prior interpretation of radar echoes, and

ensures that grounding lines fluxes are compatible with snowfall accumulation and thinning rates

in the interior without assuming steady-state. We use radar-derived thickness data from multiple

sources, with a vertical precision of ∼30 m, ice velocity measurements derived from satellite radar

data posted at 150 m, with errors of 10 m/a in speed and 1.5◦ in flow direction11 , the REMA

DEM14 , gravity-derived bathymetry28, 30, 31 , seismic bathymetry32 , and IBCSO data33; and surface

mass balance13 (SMB) averaged for the years 1961-1990 with a 7% accuracy. The algorithm

neglects ice motion by internal shear, which is a good approximation7, 29 for fast-flowing glaciers

(> 50 m/a). The optimization procedure is not applied in slow-moving sectors, where we use a
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streamline diffusion. For floating ice shelves, we rely on hydrostatic equilibrium with a calibrated

firn depth correction so the inferred ice thickness is consistent with available ice thickness data.

More technical details and error analyses are provided in the supplementary material.
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Figure 1 Bed elevation of the Antarctic ice sheet color coded between -3,000 m and 1,500

m above sea level. White line delineates the basins from the ice sheet mass balance inter-

comparison exercise (IMBIE).

Figure 2 Detailed bed topography of Antarctic outlet glaciers. Bed elevation of a) Thwaites,

b) Kohler, Smith and Pope glaciers, c) Shirase coast, d) Byrd and Mullock glaciers, e)

David, f) Ninnis and Mertz glaciers, g) Moscow University Ice Shelf and Totten glacier,

h) Denman, i) Lambert glaciers, j) Roi Baudouin Ice Shelf, k) Recovery and l) Evans Ice

Streams, color coded between -3,000 m and 1,500 m above sea level. The black lines

show the ice extent and white line the grounding lines.

Figure 3 Comparison with previous datasets and radar data. Bed elevation of Byrd (a),

David (d), Denman (g), Mellor (j) and Recovery (m) glaciers color coded between -3000 m

and 1500 m above sea level, with radar profiles shown as white lines where bed reflections

were detected. The yellow and red lines (e.g., A1-A2 and A1’-A2’ in the first row left and

right, respectively, etc.) show the locations where the profiles on the middle and right

column panels are extracted. The second column shows the profiles along the red line,

which corresponds to a flight line, and the third column shows profiles along the yellow

line (along flow). The solid black line shows the surface elevation along the transect, the

dashed black line is sea level, the solid blue line is the bed elevation from BedMachine

(and associated uncertainty in light blue), and the green line is the bed topography from
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Bedmap2 (and associated uncertainty in light green). The black dots in the panels of the

second column show the radar derived bed elevation with error bars.
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